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the psychological implications thereof (No—it was not Monday,
but one day last week). I was to have proceeded with the
film yesterday: but could do little owing to lassitude and
engagements. I did a bit, and this morning in a very brilliant
hour in the streets I did a whole chunk. In fact all the first
part.
London, Sunday, November 2 is/.
Dress rehearsals of " Milestones " on Thursday-Friday. The
first performance last night. I took Bertie Sullivan and Legros.
Much real enthusiasm. But by last night I had got tired of
the play, and went home gloomy. I introduced Legros to English
clubs yesterday and he was immensely struck. " Quelle vie
charmante! " he said at the Garrick, where all the members
chaff each other.
London, Wednesday, November 24-th.
At work on film all morning. Lunched with Pinker and Swinner-
ton at Reform, and then I got information from Shufflebotham
about the nursing home for my film. Barrie, Elgar, Massingham,
Hy. Head and Sassoon to dinner, and Rivers came afterwards.
Massingham had forgotten the date, had to be rung up and
arrived 45 minutes late. Large quantities of interesting things
were said at this dinner. Some of the fellows stopped till 12.25.
I smoked too much. But I have survived it all right. Barrie
said he never went out at all except to dine with me once a
year. Elgar is fine, though in fact they all were.
London, Tuesday, November ^oth.
Friday I went to Brightlingsea to see the yacht1 again, and I
made further arrangements for changes therein.
I read Lawrence's new novel, "The Lost Girl". It would
be absolutely great if it had a clear central theme and compre-
hensible construction. It doesn't end ; it stops. But it is very
fine indeed, the work of a genius. It held me. I read it in
less than 24 hours.
London, Saturday, December 4th.
To-day I began to work on the film and other things, though
short of sleep.   I took M. this afternoon to see the Japanese
prints at the B.M., and was more impressed than the first time
1 Bennett had bought the motor-yacht Hoyden, 103 tons.
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